SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK

The research that has been undertaken for this thesis has highlighted a number of topics on which further research would be beneficial. Several areas where information is lacking were highlighted in the literature review. Whilst some of these were addressed by the research in this thesis, others remain. Future studies might, different universities from different parts of the country can be taken to carry out further research. This would include the further investigation of different courses like engineering, medical, computer technology etc. This would help to confirm, and possibly can give more major information regarding curriculum of other courses. Other Private Universities can also be taken to know the opinion of their students. This would give a better impression of overall comparison when the different areas even Jaipur also being used.

Data can also be collected in other forms like questionnaire from the faculties itself about their requirement of changing curriculum. This would give better suggestions in curriculum framework & changes can be more exclusively formed. In particular, the additional Interviews can also be taken from the different dignitaries of some autonomous bodies who are working in curriculum framework. This might will give the more effective standard of maintaining curriculum. Studies can also be done on Quality Parameters of different universities, their academic pattern, infrastructural facilities, attitude of their students and even faculties.